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i have recently updated my win7 system using the microsoft update tool to
win10. i've had cubase 5.5 working fine using cubase 5.5.3. i have also run the

update wizard with the same settings and have had no problems at all with
5.3 and 5. this is a fairly old version of cubase, 5.5, and i might be lucky, but
i'm wondering if there's something in cubase 5.5 that has something to do

with the problem, but i'm not sure what that is, and i can't find the reason why
it shouldn't work anymore. in update windows there is no option to update to
10, when i click on that there is an error message "couldn't open setup file ." i

cannot find any reason for that, its happened before and didn't make any
difference, so i'm kind of stuck. 64bit build has not changed much. im trying it
out first on my new asus zenbook and have been finding a problem. it locks up

on my machine. ive tried deleting my preferences.ini and settings.xml but
even that doesnt fix it. i have never had a problem before. the only difference
in this version is there is an extra file in the zip file. theres no mention of extra

files in the readme or help file. has anyone else had this problem? it is a
problem with the 64bit build. ive tried it with the 32bit version and it was fine.
i have been dealing with this for a day and i will get round to making a fix for it

as i use this daw a lot. still working on it though. tia for help i have several
problems with this app and i have been using cubase 6 for the last 2 years.
cubase 6 is the worst version i have ever used. there are great bugs within
this version. first off, i cannot use the built-in effects. i have been using the

built-in effects for the last 2 years. the plugins dont work and if i turn them on,
my pc slows to a crawl. i also cannot use the vst plug-ins i paid for. all of the
plug-ins are locked out. for example, the phusion synth vst for cubase 6 wont

work. it thinks the phusion synth vst only needs to be loaded once (even
though i have deleted it from the plugins directory). thats a big problem,

especially when you need to use it when you are recording. you need to have
it loaded each and every time you record. i was using the alligator vst plug-in
and the sonic maximizer 7 vst plug-in. when i tried to use the sonic maximizer
7 plug-in with cubase 6, i found out that my machine is hopeless. i could not
even record a test track for 10 minutes. only after a reboot would i be able to

record again. i have not been able to install this version since i bought it 2
years ago. i was hoping it would get better, but it is worse. the worst software

i have ever used. i have been trying all kinds of fixes to this problem, but
nothing has worked. i hope in some future version, they fix this problem. if it is

not fixed in a future version, i am going back to the 2005 version.
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i just tried up and running my alligator synthesizer plug-in in 64-bit daw with great
success, along with many others. i have been through many headaches with this 64-bit
version. worked like a charm, re-installed all of my daws, etc. i was delighted to see that

it was working for my work. my suggestions to you are as follows. do not install this
version. there are so many problems and i recommend you stay with 5.5. this version is

an absolute joke. all of the problems that are plastered in the readme, i have been
dealing with. it's a plugin loader that is easy to use, just plugin your daw program and
start wrangling. there is also a 32 bit vst plugin manager of about 110 plugins, it will

make finding a plugin a breeze even if it is 32 bit. i used the free tuesday feature to dl
the plugins and almost all of them work, there is no sound loss at all. next.go to cubase
6 windows.run the cubase.exe file.jbridge is installed already.but still you need select

the plugin.just right click on cubase and choose "show picture".you can see right in your
program directory what are the plugin manager.when you need to choose the plugin,
just right click on cubase and select "show picture" again.then select the plugin.click
"install".when it is finished.click on cubase again and click "show picture".check the

plugin manager now.it is in your plugin folder.when you want the plugin,just drag it into
your window cubase.you can right click any track in cubase and select the plugin.it

works for me.and thanks joo,her program is more easy. hey joo thanks for a nice plugin
loader. now i have my old plugins from v5.5 back to working. and have my daw going
again. i was looking for a plugin loader for cubase 9.5, but was not having any luck.

then on the cubase 6 home page you have it at the top. i love it. it took 30 seconds to
load the plugin. and is very easy to use. i must say thanks. 5ec8ef588b
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